Alton 12 Volt AC Generator: On which motorcycle?

ACG01 - Vincent Twin: Generator for all Vincent twins, Vincent Rapide, Black Shadow, Black Knight Black Prince ...

ACG02 - Vincent Comet: Generator for Vincent Comet, Vincent Meteor

ACG03 - Velocette: Generator for Velocette Mac, Viper, Venom, Thruxton...

ACG04 - Triumph: Generator for Triumph Pre-Unit.
- Triumph Tiger 100, 6T Thunderbird, 5T Speed Twin,
- Ariel Fieldmaster KG and KH...

ACG05 - Magdyno: Generator for magdyno equipped motorcycles
- Ariel Red Hunter (250-350-500cc singles), Ariel VB600
- BSA M20, M21, B31, B32, B33, B34, Gold Star DB34 & DBD34...
- Norton model 50, Norton ES2 (up to 1958),
- Panther Model 100 & 120,
- Royal Enfield Bullet,
- Etc.

ACG06 – BSA (V.Belt drive)
Generator for BSA, supplied with v-belt and two pulleys.
- BSA A7, A10 Golden Flash, Rocket Gold Star, Super Rocket, Road Rocket, Golf Star, Spitfire Scrambler
- Ariel Huntmaster

ACG06C – BSA (Chain drive)
Generator for BSA, supplied with 11 tooth chain sprocket.
- BSA A7, A10 Golden Flash, Rocket Gold Star, Super Rocket, Road Rocket, Golf Star, Spitfire Scrambler
- Ariel Huntmaster

ACG07 – AJS/Matchless Singles
Generator for AJS/Matchless, supplied with 19 tooth sprocket.
- AJS Model 16 (M, C …etc), Model 18, 18S 20, 30
- Matchless G3, G3L, G3LC, G80, G98, G9B ...

ACG08 – Norton: Generator for Norton.
- Norton Model 50, Model 7, 77, 88 (up to 1957), 99 (up to 1957)
- Panther M75

ACG09 – AJS/Matchless Twins
Generator for AJS/Matchless Twins. We do not supply the drive sprocket.
- AJS Model 20, 30
- Matchless G9, G9B, G11

CGS – Compact Generator Set
On demand, “short” AC generator. Same performances, 90mm long instead of 135mm